
Fitting Instructions  -  JTX Breathers  
There is air inside JTX lights which means there can be condensation. 
Conventional sealed beam lights are void of air but are made in a vacuum 
(no air) environment. Semi sealed lights such as JTX lights need to be able 
to breathe to prevent condensation. The better they can breathe the 
better they avoid condensation. But the problem with breathing is that 
in some instances 4WD vehicles find themselves crossing bonnet depth 
rivers or cars drive on wet roads where water is pelted at the lights. 
When temperatures decrease (like in cold water) the lights will suck in 
air and water.  

 

The roll of our JTX breather kit is two fold…. 

1. The breathers permit better flow of air in and out. The button breathers that come on the housings do a good 
job of trying to keep water out but they also restrict air flow.  

2. The point where air gets in is relocated to somewhere drier so it sucks air and not water.  

Some cars have 4 x headlights while others only have 2 headlights. This kit has enough components for the cars with 4 
headlights and that means there could be left over T pieces.  

 

How To :  

1 -- Remove the plastic button off the back of the light. They just pull straight off with pliers or levered off with a small 
screw driver. The rubber clasp and white filtration sticker need to be removed as well.  

2 -- Cut the end of the air line that goes into the light at a 45 degree angle so that it can not block itself by butting up 
against a flat surface inside the light.  

3 – Insert the air line into the light as far as it goes then seal around it with a silicon or sika sealant. (not provided) 

4 – If the light has 2 breather buttons then remove the second button and totally seal up that extra hole with sealant. 

5 – Run the air line and brass silencer (new breather) to somewhere dry. Can be up on the firewall or better still if can 
go through fire wall into the cabin.  

6 – Use the T pieces to connect air lines from the other lights into the main breather line.  

The air line connections are a push to fit. Literally just push the air line into the fittings. To remove the air line you need 
to push the collar back against the fitting and pull the air line out.  

 

Feel free to shoot us a msg on socials or email us at support@jtxlighting.com 

 

   


